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LIVING PORTRAITS
Walls/partitions, wood paneling and large windows divide a space into pure and exact
volumes: an ideal gallery for the new collections characterized by linear shapes and
enhanced by strong tactile and visual values thanks to surfaces and fabrics proposed in
soft tones and sophisticated textures.
Light furnishings and small upholstered items suggest an interplay of lines and
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proportions made precious by the warm reflections of a bronzed brass finish.
The new textile collection features warm colors: ultra mat, almost faded, shades create
interiors revisiting, in a contemporary way, the suspended atmosphere, the geometrical
design and the photographic approach of Edward Hopper, the American painter,
elements which, later, have been a signature of the American cinematography of the
fifties.
Essential spaces distinguished by an understated elegance and a well-defined
personality.
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NUOVI PRODOTTI 2015
PRINCE
The new seating system, available also in a modular version, has well-balanced volumes
and moderate proportions. Seat cushions can have a plain or quilted finish.
DUKE FIT
A high comfortable backrest, curved and sinuous lines characterize the Duke Fit sofa.
BELT
Coffee tables in various shapes characterized by a side band in a handmade bronzed
brass finish. Tops are available in different finishes.
SPENCER
Dining table available in various dimensions in a stained oak or lacquered finish. The
lacquered version can have a bronzed brass insert in the legs.
KITA
With its elegant and sophisticated lines Kita is an upholstered dining chair available
either with stained oak legs or covered in fabric or leather.
LOLA
Lolita’s rounded lines are repeated in a new smaller upholstered chair with arms and
black stained wooden legs.
MOUNIR
A new collection of hand-tufted rugs in seven exclusive colours.

MERIDIANI EDITIONS / PLINTO
A series of dining tables called Plinto is at the core of Meridiani Editions’ second
collection. Plinto, characterized by pure lines and an ‘architectural’ design, is an
invitation towards interior design freedom, a container of endless combinations, thanks
to which everyone can find the ideal table choosing among different finishing, forms and
sizes.
Light structured metal bases in a black or bronzed brass finish match solid volumes
covered in various kinds of marble, wood or lacquered finishes and are freely combined
with differently shaped tops giving life to an interplay of solids and voids.
NEW TEXTILE COLLECTION 2015
The new collection features three new products: a cotton and viscose cloth, a linen
texture characterized by a very tight weave and a cotton velvet, each declined in
twelve unique colors and with a vintage feel. Pastels in shades of blue, yellow, green,
plum and grey that can be easily combined with each other or with the fabrics already
included in the Departures or Travel Memories collections.

NEW FINISH
Emperador Dark Brown Marble

NEW FINISHES / DIMENSIONS
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WINGER WOOD bed
mat lacquer finish for base and headboard
GONG DUE night stand
external finish in wood veneer / internal finish in black mat lacquer
BRONSON ottoman
new size, diameter cm 140

Click PHOTOGALLERY to visualize all the images of our stand at Salone del Mobile
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